fabbsterG: modules
For all questions on initial startup
please open a ticket at:
https://ssl.dabbster.com/support
Software and all other tips can be found at:
http://.wiki.fabbster.com
Have fun with your fabbsterG!
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- Initially remove carefully
the packing material and
cable ties with the blue
pincers

- The magazine can be
pulled off and put aside.

- When you put the e-box
beside the machine please
take care that the
corrugated tube of the build
platform is lead between the
back left and the center left
cassette (see detailed figure
on the next page.
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- The corrugated pipe of the
build platform must run
below the frame

- Put the portal on the frame
(the styrfoam pads are just
for transport protection

- The bottom cross bar of
the portal can be removed
now
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- Assemble the portal on the
adapter cassettes of the
frame. You will need four
M5x30 screws.

- The bottom right portal
cassette is screwed on the
outside on the bottom right
cassette of the frame.
The bolts are screwed from
the inside.

- On the left side, the portal
is assembled from the insite
and the bolts are screwed
from the outside

- Just to be on the safe side
you can check the distance
between the back and the
center cassettes of the
frame. It should be 12cm.
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12

- E-Box:
Put the e-box on
the hex spacer
and fix it with
two M5x30
screws.

- The previously removed
cross bar is put back now.
On the right side it should be
5mm deep in the cassette.
TIP: To measure 5mm just use
the head of a M5x30 screw.
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5mm

- After positioning the cross
bar correctly it is tightend
with the already inserted
screws.

- Position the corrugated
tube of the upper motor like
you see in the picture:
It has to be turned to the
outside a little bit.

- The assembly of the stick
magazine is described more
detailed on the next pages.
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fabbsterG - Insert material I
Put the magazine on top of the e-box (figure 1)

On the back side of the magazin is a small pin. The back side
of the sticks (notch and hole) have to lie on it (figure 2).
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fabbsterG - Insert Material II
The sticks are always inserted with the hook facing to the
bottom (figure 3)

The hook always has to be in the guiding rail (figure 4)
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fabbsterG - Insert material III
One single stick is already in the extruder (printhead) at
as-delivered condition so you can see the direction of the
hook (Fig. 5)

front
Please keep with this order: 1. Fill feeding tube with sticks,
2. connect the first stick of the tube with the one in the extruder,
3. connect the last stick of the tube with the stick on the bottom
in the magazine (Fig. 6).
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